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many websites are selling windows license keys for software and hardware. these license keys are created from a master key. each master key is created from a random code generator and is unique. master keys are not used to activate operating systems, but they are used to activate software and hardware. a master
key can be used to activate multiple licenses. this is called activation fission. activation fission is often used to activate a single copy of a program on a number of computers. to activate a license using fission, the user creates a unique license key for the license. this key is created from the master key. after the activation
is complete, the license key is sent to the software company to receive activation credit. a windows product key that is printed on the packaging of a software product is not the same as the product key that is used to activate the software. only the product key that is printed on the packaging is used to validate the
version of windows that is being used. this is true for all windows versions and all editions of windows. a windows activation key is not a license key. it is not a serial number. it is not a product key. the activation key is a unique alphanumeric string that is used to activate windows. a windows activation key is created by
the windows activation service (was activationserver) and is a small piece of data that is stored in the operating system. when the operating system is installed, the system is activated by comparing the key that is entered to the key that is stored in the computer. we’ve moved the original activation mechanism to a new
location that is part of the windows software licensing service (was wls). this service checks a license key that is included in the activation server (wsl) object stored in active directory. the wsl object contains the activation key for the operating system that is installed on the computer. the wls service looks up the
activation key in the wls database. if the activation key is found, the service activates the computer by comparing the entered key to the activation key that is stored in the operating system. the computer cannot be activated by using a different key.
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